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A Sustainable knowledge repository for decision support in Climate Change Adaptation

Shah J. Miah, John G. Gammack

Abstract—Issues around climate change are being examined globally across various disciplines and informed decisions at community levels are required within wider national responses. Research addressing decision support for managing the possible impacts on human communities has to date been limited. As climate science knowledge and government policy changes, information must be updated for dissemination to regional implementers. Traditional knowledge repositories for decision support however work on static models, expensive to update in dynamic fields. This paper describes a process for developing a sustainable knowledge repository for decision support that can assist local policy development in climate change applications. An ontology guaranteeing the semantic integrity of the repository is a central feature. Using a semantic wiki approach the semantic integrity of the knowledge base is combined with the update of emergent findings from multiple stakeholders. Both methodological and practical aspects for developing an information framework to support climate change decision makers are addressed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Climate change is one of the most pressing problems of our time, and governments seek to implement effective policies based on the best emerging science. Documents, policies, new findings and trend projections are just some relevant aspects of knowledge that require to be collected, coded and integrated in knowledge repositories used by decision makers. Equally, local knowledge of regional factors, such as water, soil and microclimates moderate the interpretation of exotic studies as the knowledge becomes actively interpreted in local contexts. Knowledge repositories however are typically static, often based on fixed schemes, and containing policies and older science that itself is under continuous review. Moreover, in supporting decisions centralised findings cannot be expected to reflect the detailed knowledge of a particular region, and the possible impact of a blanket policy on a community. Pattern changes in agricultural crops, resulting from market or other pressures can over time contribute to environmental change. For example “rice growing in Australia diverts water away from use by natural ecosystems, but without adding much economic value to that water” [1]. Traditional knowledge and longer term awareness within affected regions can mitigate the impacts and risks of generic policies in this regard.

A new conceptual structure is required, that can combine the knowledge emerging globally with local factors to provide a sustainable solution that is regionally sensitive and practicable, whilst remaining principled, compliant to national policy, and fully up to date with emerging science and directives. This paper outlines the design of such a repository, after briefly detailing some relevant background to the climate change application.

Many researchers have identified issues that arise from climate change for both human/social systems and other ecosystems. Similarly researchers such as Bosch, Allen, Williams, Ensor [2] describe an integrated approach to assist manage rangelands in New Zealand, by combining local and scientific knowledge for decision making. Similar research on recycled water usage can be found in Mitakakis, Sinclair, and Leder [3]. These types of research helps maximise the community knowledge for enhancing their process rather than tracking the change in biological or ecological process due to the climate change, so that the policy makers can make correct decisions on adaptation policies. This research therefore intends to develop a process for decision support that can assist policy makers in building policies for climate change adaptation in specific zones or regional areas in other countries.

The paper aims to illustrate the role of semantic technologies in developing sustainable knowledge repositories for decision support. Following some background we outline issues in the climate change management domain and describe a novel repository design to address these. A novel approach of semantic
wiki shows its integrity for personal knowledge management. This motivated us in outlining the proposed solution.

II. BACKGROUND

This section describes both theoretical and methodological background and focuses on methodological choices relevant to decision support and repository development.

A. Theoretical background

The main challenge is to outline a comprehensive process to track changing impacts on human or social systems due to climate change. This process will enable a single accessible, commonly understandable knowledge repository that can establish a standard together with local and scientific knowledge for developing new policy adaptations. Decision support systems (DSS) have long history of addressing this type of issue in different business domains (for example in credit analysis [4]. Traditional Decision Support Systems (DSS) however, have shown limited success in such a problem domain where problem situations are rapidly changing. There remain issues in decision process with user factors such as limited fit with the specific context of decision-making problems, differences in problem definitions between local users and researchers/solution developers, and completely being incapable to meet rapidly changing requirements [5]. The decision support processes for diagnosis often employ a complicated process of inspection and selection of symptoms within pre-set constraints. This approach is too rigid to cope with rapid changing situations. Some approaches use data-driven rather than goal-driven strategies to draw new conclusions from the existing situation. For example, Mansingh, Reichgelt and Bryson [6] describe an approach called CPEST which gives expert advice on the management of coffee farms, particularly in mountainous regions. This system provides the coffee farmers with expert knowledge on climate, topology and soil type of the farm, however, this approach may not be sustainable with given the need to adjust to the changing requirements of the regional agricultural practices, especially without any reengineering effort. Nonetheless, this type of approach can not track the change factors for further use. Likewise, Mahaman, Passam, Sideridis, and Yialouris [7] present a diagnostic advisory rule based system (DIARES-IPM) for integrated pest management in solanaceous crop systems. However, this system does not cope with climate issues that can be the cause of various pest problems. This type of system is typically limited in its ability to process quantitative knowledge for monitoring of day-to-day activities and does not undertake knowledge verification. Qin and Paling [8] discuss the requirements of common and controlled vocabulary in modelling problem domains that could be well accepted by all parties. As such it is important to have a basis such as a knowledge repository for application development that provides a common understanding on the problems specification that are reusable, sharable and interoperable.

We outline a process for developing the DSS as shown in figure 1. With the involvement of local community and climate change scientists the entire process development activities compress with five components: knowledge acquisition for obtaining knowledge components from the problem domain; Prototype building for converting the problem knowledge into system components; Evaluation for justifying the solution building; Standardisation for conceptualising of database and solution model; and finally testing and verifications are for adjusting the developed process with the requirements of users, situations and processes.

B. Methodological background

As mentioned the main aim of the project is to initiate a community-based development research approach for outlining a new decision support approach in which knowledge from multiple sources can be integrated in a common understandable repository for its further application development. From a societal viewpoint, solution developed in computer oriented discipline can be considered as a form of information systems whose main role is to mediate communication between parties [9]. Dini [9] describes computer science as “(being concerned) with the construction of abstract machines (and their) performance, self-optimisation, self-healing
capacities” (p.27). This philosophical view motivates building or designing a system or solution artefact that can operate within objective or subjective reality within our social settings. From the social science point of view, there are four different philosophical paradigms that play a central role in guiding any information systems (IS) development process [10]. These paradigms' dimensions have been recognized within the IS research community since their conception. Hirschheim and Klein [10] mapped the four IS development paradigms, which were adapted from Burrell and Morgan’s work [11]. These paradigms are: Functionalism, Social Relativism, Neohumanism and Radical Structuralism. However, the four IS development paradigms as ideal types, their properties are overstated to provide theoretical clarity: in practice overlap occurs and the differences are less extreme [10]. Such design activities could be improved if the problem situations and user requirements adequately reflected and mapped into software systems under methodological viewpoint. However, Ciborra and Hanseth [12] have argued that it is not easy to make a clear line between the objective view of the technology we build and our subjective human experience. This applies especially in our case where the decision-making problems lie in-between the natural and human settings.

Recent works in design science suggest methodologies for information systems artefact design. Gregor and Jones [13] described the design science paradigm as a problem-solving oriented area that brings all inventions for artefact design together. It implies that design science research could help produce shareholder-oriented and solution-relevant design through a rigorous and iterative process that includes evaluations with target users and communication of the solution to both operational and management users [14]. This view of technical design focuses more on specific design or a design from the individual point of view, rather than focusing on technical system design within socio-technical phenomena such as a comprehensive design approach within social and natural settings. However, a digital ecosystem understanding goes beyond such a combined effort of developing a decision support framework as it embraces a diversity of community implications (i.e public health and environmental perspectives). The digital ecosystem promises more precisely to describe the interdependent view of technical system design within socio-technical phenomena, where we build or design a solution system. This approach could help track the changes in natural settings for enhancing effective communications within the community [9]. To guide the current project activity, according to the above discussion, we would be utilising participatory-based-development research under the digital business ecosystems paradigm.

III. PROBLEM DOMAIN

Climate change science is an interdisciplinary area that addresses diverse risk factors and potential impacts on human, social and environmental systems. Recent dramatic disasters such as earthquakes and tsunamis, and more insidious problems, such as desertification and rainfall imbalances require urgent and coordinated policy responses. Such responses must be both as informed, and as practicable, as possible. Because of the nature of ecosystems, imbalanced activity in one part has consequences for the whole system. Different specialist sciences regarding temperatures, water levels, wildfire risk, soil composition, salinity levels, and species habitat are all relevant considerations, and their interconnectedness implies direct impacts on sustainable human life and on the potential viability of local economies.

The science itself is being generated rapidly – policies and methods based on old science can have dangerous consequences: for example underestimating the water resource by measuring surface water rather than groundwater. The typical timings of national, regional and supranational policy cycles, and their implementation specifics however, are not suited to handling rapid changes as new knowledge becomes discovered, or when an unanticipated tipping point is reached, requiring policy adaptation. Such interventions require a much more adaptive response to evaluation than nominating a time horizon for political or bureaucratic reasons [15].

Apart from the underlying environmental science, policy is shaped by human interests, and what a community will accept in practice. Australia suffered several years of drought at the start of this century, and whilst Queensland successfully took restriction measures to get water consumption down, recycling sewage for drinking water still remains unpopular among an under-informed public [16]. Policy measures responding to climate change have impacts on society, and affect communities differentially if these are set centrally. Naturally local conditions will vary – and setting, (say) water targets must be done with regard to the needs of local industry, freshwater availability levels, purification or desalination capability and other factors that cannot be anticipated in detail at policy level. The local knowledge of these factors, and thus the relative importance for allocating resources and addressing
specific impacts must also be taken into account. The education of the community, but also relevant inputs from those affected is required to achieve a holistic solution.

IV. ONTOLOGY BASED REPOSITORY

We use the Protégé II knowledge environment to develop an ontology-based design. To date, ontology approaches have been used for building knowledge based systems by assembling reusable components. Knowledge engineering communities favour ontology methods because ontologies capture domain knowledge in a generic way and provide common, agreement-based understanding of a problem domain. This common basis enables reusable and sharing options across applications and users [17, 18]. The proposed knowledge repository offers reconfigurable and updatable features both for policy makers and scientific domain experts. The first module is designed for knowledge acquisition in which a domain expert can acquire, formulate, and define the knowledge components. The problem formulation enables a process of adding new knowledge components into the knowledge repository. The knowledge components comprise different climate factors, and recognised impacts for building relationships between them. We now detail the repository design.

Development of Knowledge Repository

Many methodologies of knowledge modelling have been proposed for solution design. For instance, CommonKADS [19] is considered as the leading methodology to provide structured knowledge modelling and supports corporate-based knowledge management by including methods for analysing knowledge intensive tasks and processes. Abdullah, Benest, Evans and Kimble [20] noted that the knowledge model of CommonKADS incorporates application development processes through the use of a class diagram, a use case diagram, an activity diagram and a state diagram. CommonKADS provides tools for corporate knowledge management tasks and knowledge intensive processes rather than capturing domain knowledge and modelling the knowledge for application development [20, 21]. Task based modelling and requirements capture through use cases is the priority in this approach, which is in the classic tradition of structured systems analysis and development, evolved to be compatible with object-oriented development. Along with task and procedural information, expertise is modelled as a set of static declarative relationships between domain objects. Such an approach however, whilst adequate for static application domains is fundamentally unsuited to situations where requirements change, and the developed system’s model of expertise becomes less relevant. CommonKADS also separates the expertise model from any implementation guidance, thus knowledge analysis and systems design are disjoint and a recognised source of software failure and lack of uptake.

Protégé was developed by the Knowledge Modelling Group at Stanford Medical Informatics [22] by using ontology-based approaches. The first version of Protégé was developed to simplify the knowledge acquisition process for domain specific knowledge. Protégé II included a design environment for building knowledge-based systems Gennari et al. [24], and more powerful problem solving methods. This approach uses an ontology editor for knowledge acquisition during development, and supports different ontology languages. Protégé has evolved towards web and wider application integration, and has the advantage that “software building blocks and conceptual building blocks can be identical” [22, 23].

Many researchers suggest that the semantic web technology has potential to provide enhanced management of web based information. Many critics however have equally suggested this to be impractical beyond narrow domains. The semantic web promises to bring an annotational rigour to allow informed searching and application linking but the reality since Berner-Lee’s original proposal is that Web 2.0 applications, characterised by end-user design, semantics and emergent norms now dominate, and the semantic web will be part of web 3.0, if that is indeed the future. Just as commonKADS was born in an era of fixing detailed requirements in analysis for structured software engineering and has evolved towards object orientation, protégé was conceived before the web and end user computing, and is only now evolving to adapt to those trends. A newer approach, designed in the context of massive and current information availability is the semantic wiki, [25] which offers a new conceptual data structure e.g. for personal knowledge organisation [26]. Semantic wikis allow the rapid updating of information, whilst introducing some formality to the structure through semantic web concepts, such as an ontology of the wiki concepts [27] that allows some semi-automatic processing of content, as well as enhanced navigation and knowledge reuse [25].
Using the example of organising research knowledge about sharks into a repository, the conceptual data structure proposed by Volkel and Haller [26] allows stepwise formulation into a model to record, structure and communicate the knowledge at different levels of formalisation and granularity. A set of tools, including one resembling a semantic wiki, allows a range of knowledge inputs to be integrated, from paper notes and scans to bookmarks and structured documents. This type of approach allows ontologies to be built, refined, accepted and integrated with other applications by their user(s).

We believe this approach applies beyond personal knowledge management for organising knowledge in the climate change domain. Particularly when some of the core concepts are contested, or definitions at data dictionary level would represent unacceptable political commitments, negotiation and formalisation can be gradually modelled.

Although the ongoing negotiation mechanisms for refining emerging and evidenced understandings are specifiable through standard wiki functionality, we can at least identify a set of common knowledge components and those components can be converted into taxonomies in domain ontology immediately, ultimately allowing general querying and view building not available in normal wikis [25].

Table 1 shows how we convert the knowledge components into domain ontology for climate change. Terminology used is consistent with climate change literature, particularly from Gunasekera Kim, Tulloh and Ford [28] and McMichael et al. [29]. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the ontology repository for the problem domain.

---

Figure 1: An example of a part of the ontology repository

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms (i.e. Exposure variables)</th>
<th>Instances (i.e. Sectors)</th>
<th>Relations (i.e. Impacts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max temperature</td>
<td>Human health</td>
<td>Flood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min temperature</td>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>Rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme rainfall</td>
<td>production</td>
<td>Crop suitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea level</td>
<td>Natural disasters</td>
<td>Agricultural Pasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood defences</td>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>Water availability in rivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon in air</td>
<td>Coastal and sea level</td>
<td>Cyclones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vapour pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td>Heat stress and discomfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vector-borne disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Main components of the developed ontology based repository.

Exposure variables cause impact in different sectors. Exposure variables are those key variables, such as air temperature, that have a potential impact depending on their level in a given context, and may be naturally occurring or artificial. Sectors are modelled as instances that comprise sets of relations for defining the concepts in humanly understood and agreed terms. Specific instance scenarios would suggest a potential impact, and thus support the policy making of relevant decision makers. Such a methodology is common in climate change science, but this approach allows new knowledge
and contextual information to be accommodated within the decision models built.

The proposed approach is comparable with a DSS development by Kim, Nute, Rauscher and Loftis [30] in which a reusable, domain-independent, and open-ended technique is used for developing DSS application. Their multi-component based approach integrated IS components such as simulation models, databases and specific applications like Carbon emission monitoring systems. Here we use an ontology based representation which is interoperable with existing systems and uses those to perform new reasoning (cf. Benjamins and Gomez Perez, [31]).

Figure 2 shows a conceptual model for a knowledge repository that can provide both scientific and contextual knowledge for policy making decisions.

![Conceptual model of the proposed knowledge repository](image)

In the knowledge conversion phase- domain experts define the exposure variables, outcome (impact) variables and sectors potentially affected. These are referenced to the definitive sources at the time. In the knowledge formulation phase- the separated components (described and modelled as terms, instances and relations) will be acquired and input through the components entry module. These models may be reshaped by inputs from new stakeholders, emerging science, or periodic review and revision. The knowledge components then pass through a policy formulation process, specified in the agreed terms, and setting (for example) target levels of industrial water use. These inputs again are shaped by experts using research on sustainability levels, and political insights on realistic acceptabilities – necessarily shaped at more local levels. This fulfills the operational and administrative requirements for decision support, allowing initial policies to be created, but revised as situations change since the ontology described is inherently reusable).

Decision makers/stakeholders operating in local contexts can enter the current values of the variables to see the comparison between current and desired impacts using an automatically generated and scientifically valid policy with respect to the new situation. Current data on water replenishment and usage patterns (in this example), will allow decision making sensitive to local realities and changing climate, and allows targets to be changed or other mechanisms to control the resources impacted.

Questions can be asked such as “What will be the overall freshwater requirement given expected changes in climate and increased urbanisation in this region by 2015?” The combination of parameter settings informed by the model built from best science and local knowledge can project a scenario that suggests policy responses.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Whilst there is much emerging research on climate change, specific research integrating the science with the political realities of policy adaptation has to date been limited. As a holistic and global problem the science may be shared, but the political implementations require a local sensibility. A major challenge for society is to
track changing impacts on human or social systems due to climate change.

Definitional agreement is essential if policy is to be coherently understood and implemented, implying shared measurement and modelling methodologies: there is a clear need for new systems to address this, along with integrating new scientific and political information coherently. This paper discussed a new systematic approach developed in relation to address these issues, incorporating an ontology based knowledge repository that is sustainable, up to date and locally relevant. The development process enables a single accessible, interoperable and reusable knowledge repository, which supports local policy adaptations but is also commonly understandable.

The next phase of this research is fully to develop and test the sustainability of such a knowledge repository, particularly in supporting decisions around the urgent problem of climate change and its management.
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